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A Micromachined Wide-Bandwidth Magnetic
Field Sensor Based on All-PMMA
Electron Tunneling Transducer
Jing Wang, Wei Xue, Naidu V. Seetala, Xueyuan Nie, Efstathios I. Meletis, and Tianhong Cui

Abstract—All-PMMA-based tunneling magnetic sensors were
fabricated by hot embossing replication with silicon templates.
The silicon templates had smooth surfaces, positive profiles, and
pyramid-like pits with a high aspect ratio. With this fast (20 min),
simple (one-step), and repeatable method, the all-PMMA tunneling sensor platform yielded sharp tunneling tips with 75 m
in baseline and 50 m in depth. The sensors were assembled and
fixed with measurement circuits, after their electrodes were patterned with modified photolithography and Co film was deposited
with e-beam evaporation. A natural frequency response of 1.3
kHz was observed, and a tunneling barrier height of 0.713 eV was
tested. Due to the quadratic relation between magnetic force and
2
106 V T ) was also
the field, the sensor field response (7 0
quadratic. The noise voltage at 1 kHz is 0.2 mV, corresponding to
a magnet field of 0 46 10 6 T. The bandwidth of this senor is
18 kHz. This new type of sensor platform is promising for the next
generation of microsensing applications.
Index Terms—Hot embossing, magnetic field sensor, MEMS,
PMMA, tunneling sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

INCE the Nobel Prize was awarded to Binnig and Rohrer
for the first scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in 1986
[1], the idea of a highly sensitive displacement transducer
utilizing electron tunneling effect has been actively investigated
by researchers. In electron tunneling transducers, 1% change
in a tunneling current between electrodes corresponds to a
displacement fluctuation of less than 0.03 . The changes
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in current magnitude are easily detected using an electronic
feedback control circuit with a high input-impedance operation amplifier. Moreover, the high sensitivity in displacement
is independent of the lateral size of the electrodes since the
tunneling current occurs between two atoms located at opposite electrode surfaces [2], [3]. Due to their small size and
high sensitivity, micromachined tunneling transducers make it
possible to fabricate miniaturized and inexpensive tunneling
sensors with high performance such as accelerometers [4]–[7],
magnetometers [8]–[10], infrared radiation sensors [11]–[13],
chemical sensors [14], [15], and pressure sensors [16].
The first tunneling transducer was reported by Niksch and
Binning in 1987 [17]. Since then, sensors with displacement
Hz have been fabricated
resolution approaching
by Waltman and Kaiser [18], where the displacement of a
cantilever with a proof mass was measured through the tunneling
current. The accelerometer had a bandwidth of 3 kHz and
g Hz g
m s ). In 1994,
a resolution of about
Rockstad and his co-workers built a micromachined tunneling
accelerometer for underwater acoustics applications with a
g Hz [19], and Yeh and Najafi developed
resolution of
a tunneling accelerometer with a low-voltage biased CMOS
feedback circuit, demonstrating a resolution of 0.1– g Hz
[20]. In 2001, Liu and his colleagues reported an accelerometer
g Hz with a
with the highest resolution so far, which is
bandwidth of 5 to 1.5 kHz [21]. Other types of micromachined
physical sensors based on the tunneling effect have also been
reported. Kenny and his co-workers reported a miniaturized
infrared detector for thermal expansion of a trapped gas [22],
[23]. MacDonald et al. [24]–[25] and Jiang et al. [26], [27] have
demonstrated silicon tip arrays for various applications. The first
tunneling magnetic field sensor was reported by Wandass and
his fellow researchers [28]. They used a tunneling transducer
to measure the elongation or contraction of a metallic glass
ribbon in response to a changeable magnetic field, and reported
a resolution of 2000 nT Hz at 1 Hz. Brizzolara improved
the sensor and had achieved a magnetic field resolution of 6
nT Hz at 1 Hz [29]. The latter results [30], [31] showed that
the magnetrostrictive strain could also be measured. Dilella
[32] demonstrated a magnetometer with a resolution of 0.3
nT Hz at 1 Hz using the torsion arm at an ambient temperature.
However, the above tunneling transducers were based on silicon
materials, and the micromachining process was time-consuming
and the yield was low. New materials suitable for quick, easy
micromachining, batch production, and low cost need to be
investigated.
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In recent years, PMMA, a synthetic elastomer, has drawn
much attention from many researchers. Its main advantages include low cost, low processing temperature, easy bond, and biocompatibility. These priorities make PMMA more preferable
over silicon in the areas such as biological and medical applications.
In this paper, the polymer material (PMMA) is used to
fabricate inexpensive, batch-fabricated, high-yield, and highly
sensitive magnetic field sensors based on our previous tunneling sensor platform [33]. Hot embossing was employed as
the micromachining technique due to its simplicity, fast fabrication speed, high yield, and high resolution. Taking advantage
of the thermoplastic properties of PMMA, a micromachined,
wide-bandwidth magnetic field sensor has been successfully
constructed. The mechanical structure responses and the sensor
performance are also reported and discussed thereafter.
II. OPERATION METHODOLOGY
The schematic cross section of the magnetic field sensor is
shown in Fig. 1. The PMMA magnetic field sensor includes
mechanical components and three electrodes. The mechanical
components are composed of a membrane with a ferromagnetic
film at the top surface and a tunneling tip opposite to the film
at the bottom. The electrodes include a tip electrode, a counter
electrode under ferromagnetic film, and a deflection electrode.
The titanium/gold bi-layer is chosen as the electrode metal for
its inert chemical characteristics as well as the relatively high
work function of gold. When operating at the closed-loop mode,
the sensor maintains a constant tip-to-membrane distance by
applying an electrostatic feedback force on the deflection electrode.
The metallic tip electrode and the counter electrode form a
tunneling junction. Usually, the voltage of the junction is biased
at about 300 mV. At the constant distance mode, the gap between
the tip and the counter electrode is about 10 , which is set by
the DC voltage. The tunneling current varies exponentially
with the gap change . The relationship between the tunneling
current and the displacement change is
(1)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the micromachined magnetic-field tunneling
sensor. A feedback and control circuit is illustrated with the membrane
structures. The synthesis of the circuit can be found in [33].

is about dV/dz
V m. In the magnetic field sensor,
the displacement changes are caused by the ferromagnetic force
when alternating field is applied to the membrane. For a flat circular plate with a constant thickness, we defined as the plate
constant
(3)
where is the Young’s Modulus, is the membrane thickness,
and is the Poisson’s ratio. The displacement change at the
circular center induced by a uniform pressure is
(4)
where is the vertical deflection of plate at the center, is the
outer radius, and is the load per unit area [35]. Actually, can
. The transfer function between the
be rewritten as
output voltage and the ferromagnetic force is derived as
dV
dF

dV dz
dz dF

V m
V m

is the
where [eV] is the height of the tunneling barrier,
original tunneling current (about 1.5 nA), and is a constant of
1.025. It can be derived and given by

dz

(2)

which means that the exponential relationship between the tunneling current and the separation gap can be achieved by measuring the slope of the semilog plot of the tunneling current
versus the gap change. More detailed descriptions about the tunneling structures and the operation principles can be found in
[7]–[33].
Based on the electron tunneling effect, we have built the allPMMA-based tunneling sensor platform as displacement transducers [34]. The linear slope between the output voltage and
the distance change between the tip and the counter electrode

(5)

From the above analysis, the output voltage of the sensor is
proportional to the magnetic force applied to the magnetic film.
The magnitude of the transfer function is determined by the radius and the thickness of the membrane. On the other hand, because the Young’s Modulus of PMMA is about 3.9 GPa, which
is about 1/45 of silicon’s value of 179 GPa [36], the transfer
function of a PMMA sensor is rather large compared with a silicon sensor if the structures remain the same. This is the main
reason why polymer is selected as the alternative material instead of silicon.
III. FABRICATION PROCESS
The structures of the all-PMMA-based tunneling magnetic
sensors were built with the hot embossing replication followed
by RIE to reduce the membrane thickness. Due to the repeated
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Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of pyramid tunneling tip pit on silicon template. The
edges are sharp and the surface is smooth, which is suitable for hot embossing
demolding. The tip pit is 75 m at edge and 50 m in depth.

usage of templates in the hot embossing, the cost of mold fabrication can be inexpensive in the whole process. The mass replication of structures from a template to PMMA substrates makes
PMMA an excellent choice for industrial mass production. In
addition, the whole turn-around for such a replication is less
than 20 min, considerably faster compared with the silicon processing. Moreover, there is almost no lateral feature size limitation to the hot embossing. The line width limitation comes from
the availability of the mold itself [37]. In addition, the hot embossing is a single-step process, and it consumes fewer chemicals and needs fewer instruments. With a well-developed, sharp
angle, smooth surface, and high-aspect-ratio silicon mold, the
sensors features were easily replicated within 20 min. For the
hot embossing technique, the key factor of structure construction is the silicon mold because there is almost no feature size
loss if the fabrication conditions are under strict control.
A. Silicon Molds Fabrication
Two silicon templates are needed, one for the top part and
the other for the bottom part of the sensor. The preparation of
silicon templates for the hot embossing starts with KOH wet
etching with silicon dioxide (SiO ) as the etching mask. After
the anisotropic etching, the SiO layer was removed before the
silicon template was thoroughly cleaned, which was followed
by an anodic bonding to a Pyrex glass. A SEM micrograph of a
silicon pit on a mold is shown in Fig. 2, in which the sidewall of
the pyramid is smooth and the four edges are sharp. The detailed
description can be found in [38].
B. Structure Replication by Hot Embossing
A hot embossing machine (HEX 01/LT from Jenoptik Microtechnik GmbH, Inc.) was used for a fast, simple, and mass
replication process. When using the hot embossing for structure replication, a polymer substrate was laid onto the bottom
heating plate of the embossing machine, and the surrounding
vacuum chamber was closed. Next, the heated mold insert was
pressed into the softened polymer under vacuum. After a subsequent cooling, demolding took place by removing the plastic
part from the mold. The demolding process is more important
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Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of PMMA tunneling tip replicated by hot embossing.
The tip has smooth surface and sharp edges with base line of 75 m and height
of 50 m.

because sometimes the microstructures were destroyed by either cracking the mold or the friction of the sidewall. According
to the data in [39], the glass temperature of PMMA is about
100 C to 105 C and the melting temperature is about 112 C
to 130 C. Therefore, the molding temperature was adjusted to
165 C, higher than the melting temperature. When the molding
was in progress, the chamber was compressed down, with a
maximum contact force of 20 kN. The background pressure was
about 1.5 mbar. The template was held on the PMMA substrate
for about 60 s, and then the temperature was cooled down. The
demolding system was designed to overcome the holding forces
between the mold and the PMMA substrate with the aid of pressurized air, which was applied from the top of a mold holder.
In our case, the demolding temperature was set at 80 C. The
speed of the moving mold is 1 mm/min. The templates, with 40
cell units, can be used for 20 to 25 times before the quality of
the product deteriorates.
The fabricated PMMA pyramid tip is shown in Fig. 3. The
tip consists of four smooth surfaces, a sharp tip point, and four
steep edges, which can compete with tunneling tips acquired by
micromachining on silicon, even though very sharp tips are not
required for tunneling sensors [40].
The fabrication of top part of the sensor is also important.
As analyzed earlier in (5), the magnitude of the sensor transfer
function is proportional to the outside radius of the sensor, and is
reversely proportional to the membrane thickness of the sensor.
In addition, the natural frequency response of the circular flat
membrane relates with the thickness and outer radius [41], and
given by
(6)
where is 10.2, a constant for fundamental natural frequency.
A relative high natural frequency is preferable because it determines the bandwidth of the sensor. The relationship among
transfer function magnitude dV dF , sensor radius , and membrane thickness were simulated by ANSYS [42], and the
and values were synthesized as 20 m and 4 mm, respectively. After structure replication of the top part of the sensor
by hot embossing, the thickness of the sensor membrane was
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional TEM image of the Co thin film deposited on the
PMMA substrate.

tested. When using a PMMA sheet with original thickness of
500 m, the embossed membrane was about 200 m thick. Reactive ion etching was used to reduce the membrane thickness
into targeted thickness. The flowrates of reactive gases of
and
were 12 and 2.5 sccm, respectively, with a pressure of
280 mTorr. The etching process was performed intermittently to
ensure that the PMMA sheet was fully cooled down. The etching
power was 200 W, which produced an etching rate of about 1 m
per minute. The total etching time was 180 min, resulting in a
membrane thickness of 20 m. Finally, the Ti/Au bi-layer was
sputtered on the back surface and a layer of pure Co thin film
was deposited by e-beam evaporation. During the deposition,
the “bank area” (thick part of the unit) was covered by a metal
mask, which also facilitated the heat transferring. The detailed
description of structure design, simulation and characteristic of
the PMMA tunneling sensor can be found in [43].
C. Deposition of Ferromagnetic Co Film
An electron beam vapor deposition system (Edwards Auto
306) was used to synthesize a crystalline Co thin film [44].
A 200-nm-thick Co thin film was obtained after 160 min deposition. Transmission electron microscopy (JEOL 2010) was
used for microstructural characterization. The crystallographic
structure of the Co was determined by electron diffraction analysis. Fig. 4 shows a cross-sectional TEM image of the pure Co
film. A columnar structure with a column width of 20–30 nm
and a length equal to the entire film thickness was observed in
the Co film. The crystal structure of the film can be identified
and
as hexagonal -Co with lattice parameters
, as shown in the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern in the inset. The five diffraction rings in
the inset (Fig. 4) correspond to a lattice spacing of 2.17 , 2.07
, 1.92 , 1.25 , and 1.07 that can be indexed as the (100),
(002), (101), (110), and (112) reflection, respectively.
D. Assembly and Measurement
The replicated upper and lower sheets of all-PMMA tunneling sensor are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). The two sheets
were bonded together central symmetrically using stereo mi-
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croscope (Olympus SZ40). The wire-electrode bonding was
implemented by electrical conductive adhesive (silver epoxy
kit). The two-part silver epoxy was an electrically conductive
silver filled epoxy adhesive, which was recommended for a
wide range of electronic bonding and sealing applications.
The bonding shows a combination of good mechanical and
electrical properties. The two-part smooth paste formulation of
refined pure silver and epoxy was free of solvents and copper
or carbon additives. The assembled sensor was then fixed onto
an 18-pin socket, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The dimension of the
mm, excluding the socket. An AC field was
sensor is
inspirited by a solenoid coil with AC current. The parameters
of the solenoid coil and the magnetic fields produced by it were
listed in Table I. A Gaussian meter (model 100) was used for
field calibration.
The measurement circuit was built with a simple, yet effective, modeling method with a system linearization at small
signal input approximation. The purpose of the control and
feedback circuits is to broaden the bandwidth, enhance the
system stability, and optimize the mechanical damping. The
details on how to analyze the function model, linearize the
tunneling effect, and build the circuit were given in [33] and
[34].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Mechanical Structure Properties
The vibration responses of frequencies were examined at
AC field application. The Polytec Laser Vibrometer VDD
650 system was used to measure nano-scale displacement
changes. The magnetic field magnitude was kept constant by
monitoring the excitation coil current. The vibration amplitude
versus excitation frequency was plotted in Fig. 6. The sharp
kHz.
peak corresponds to the natural frequency of
According to (6), the thickness of membrane was derived as
GPa
, which is consistent with the
23.3 m
expected value of 20 m.
B. Tunneling Effect Measurement
The tunneling current was measured with the aid of the Laser
Vibrometer. At open loop status, a high DC voltage was applied on the deflection electrode, which set the gap between the
tunneling tip and the counter electrode to about 1 nm. An ac
was
field with a frequency lower than the natural frequency
applied on the sensor. The excited force produced a small vibration. The value of tunneling current was obtained through
a high impedance amplifier. The relationship between the displacement changes and the induced current is plotted in Fig. 7.
The fitted line in the semilog plot exhibits the effective barrier
eV, which is rather similar to the values in
height of
other groups [45].
C. Characteristics of the Sensor
The relationship between the sensor output voltages and the
applied fields is shown in Fig. 8. The curves were fitted into
polynomial expressions
(7)
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Fig. 5. Photographs of the top view of all-PMMA magnetic tunneling sensor. (a) The top sheet was produced by hot embossing. The thickness of the Co thin film
at the top surface is 200 nm and the thickness of the metallic bi-layer of Pt/Au was 30 and 70 nm, respectively. In (b) is the patterned lower sheet of sensor. The
three electrodes are comprised of Pt/Au films. The inset picture is a close look of the tunneling tip. After the top and lower sheets were bonded together, the three
electrodes were connected with measuring wires by Epoxy adhesive and the sensor was set onto IC socket in (c).

where , , and are fitted constant, but change as functions of
field frequency. The nonlinear plot comes from the nonlinear
force-field relation. Based on the magnetic energy gradient
change, the relationship between the magnetic field and the
magnetomotive force is derived as [46]
(8)
where is the overlap area in field, and is the permeability in
the air. Considering (5), (8), and dV dB
dV dF dF dB ,
the transfer function of the sensor is
V m

(9)

V T .
Compared with (7), the theoretical value of is
A
plot at different frequencies was examined, and
and values are given as line (a) and (b) in Fig. 9, respectively. For line (a), the factor keeps a consistent value when
the frequency is lower than 18 kHz. At higher frequencies, the
values decrease quickly, which produces a cut-off frequency
of 18 kHz. As analyzed by the theory above, the measurement
V T is almost the same as the prediction.
value of
However, factor as the frequency responses can not be explained by the simple theoretical analysis directly.
Reconsidering (7) gives
(10)
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TABLE I
SOLENOID COIL SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 8. Output of magnetic sensor dependence on applied field. Three plots
correspond to 5-, 10-, and 18-kHz AC field. The curves can be expressed as
V aB bB c, where a, a, and c vary depending on frequency.

=

Fig. 6. Vibration response as a function of frequency changes. The magnetic
field was kept at constant of
T.

10

Fig. 7. Tunneling current plot for all-PMMA magnetic sensor. The slope of
fitted line between log current and displacement change is 0.173 eV.

where is another constant. The ratio
, plotted in Fig. 10,
describes the field shifting at different frequencies. From the
values are divided
distribution in Fig. 10, the changes of

+

+

Fig. 9. Measurement of a and b values as a function of frequency. The factor a
keeps almost constant when frequency is lower than 18 kHz and it drops quickly
after this cut off frequency. The factor b increases slowly with the frequency rise.

into three areas. When the frequency is lower than 2 kHz, the
T, which
ratio increases quickly to a level of about
is about 0.01 mG. This small value can be regarded as environment field shift because it is about 2% of the earth’s field level
(about 0.5 mG). When frequency increases from 2 to 18 kHz,
ratio increases slowly from 0.01 to 0.2 mG, almost
the
half of the earth’s field. The field shift results from the interaction among the feedback electrostatic force, the field fluctuation, and the Co thin film because at a frequency larger than
kHz , the counter balance force benatural response
tween the electrodes will produce some flux traps in the Co film,
which cause the field shift. At a frequency larger than 18 kHz,
the field shift increases quickly, and turns into a level of several
mG. The frequency, where field shift grows quickly, is called
“corner frequency.” The sensor cannot function well beyond the
corner frequency.
V, is the sensor zero.
The constant value ,
It cannot be completely ignored due to the fact that nonfieldshield environment can lead to some trapped flux movement.
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TABLE II
DEVICE PARAMETERS

Fig. 10. Plot of b=2a ratio dependent on frequency change. The circles are
measured values and the line is fitted curve. The ratio changes can be divided
into three parts: from DC to 2 kHz, from 2 kHz to 18 kHz, and larger than 18
kHz.

p

tunneling sensor platform. The hot embossing technique,
one of the most important micromachining approaches in
“soft-lithography,” showed its advantages of fast turn-around,
less processing parameters, and simplicity. Compared with
traditional silicon-based tunneling sensors, the PMMA-based
structures have advantages such as less stiffness, lower cost, and
easier fabrication. Because the mold can be used repeatedly, the
potential of mass-production is possible. The characterization
of the polymeric microsensors indicates that the PMMA-based
tunneling magnetic sensor represents a promising micro device
so that it could be further developed as the next generation of
highly sensitive microsensors.

Fig. 11. Noise voltage spectrum plot. The voltage at 1 kHz is about 0.2 mV,
T = Hz when considering the
which produces a resolution of 2:13 10
bandwidth of 18 kHz and transfer function factor of 7:0 10 V=T .

2

2

D. Noise Measurement
The measurement of noise voltage is performed by PULSE
Multi-analyzer System Type 3560. When applied magnetic field
was tuned to zero, output voltage noise spectrum was observed.
Fig. 11 illustrates the noise voltage spectrum of our fabricated
magnetic sensor. The measured noise level at 1 kHz is about
0.2 mV, which corresponds to the sensor noise level of
T
Hz. This value is not a real “field resolution” because it only describes a “field square resolution.” It is hard
to compare this value with other types of silicon-based magnetic sensors. However, the all-PMMA-based tunneling magnetic sensors have proved a potential to demonstrate a resolution better than the order of T. Either by structure modification
or measurement circuit enhancement, the linear relationship between the output voltage and the applied field will be obtained.
A summary of sensor performance is listed in Table II.
V. CONCLUSION
All polymer tunneling magnetic sensors with a broad
bandwidth were successfully fabricated based on the PMMA
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